The Merit and Honor Unit Awards recognize units that participate fully in the camp program and demonstrate the true spirit of Scouting. All units receiving the Merit and Honor Unit Awards will be recognized at the closing program with special ribbons to hang from the unit flag. This form must be returned only to Pigott HQ (not handed to someone) on Friday of your week of camp.

### Merit Unit Award
Complete 7 of the 11 options.

- Unit has 50% of active membership at camp
- Unit has 50% of youth at camp earn the Participation Award
- Unit has 50% of youth at camp participate in the Appalachian Celebration
- At least one leader earns the Scoutmaster Merit Badge
- Scoutmaster and/or assistant attends all of the daily leader meetings
- Scouts and leaders wear the appropriate uniform at the appropriate times
- The unit designates two youth to serve as chaplain aide and to serve as outdoor ethics guide for the week of camp; these individuals attend the respective Sunday trainings
- Unit builds a campsite gateway or other significant/useful pioneering project
- The unit attends vespers service or participates in an inter-unit vespers service
- Unit has Order of the Arrow members who participate in the calling-out ceremony
- Unit signs up and cleans one polygon (latrine) during the week or completes an approved alternative service effort
- The unit demonstrates Scout Spirit by participating with songs and skits when appropriate

### Honor Unit Award
Earn Merit Unit and complete 5 of the 8 options.

- Unit maintains a clean campsite, evaluated by camp inspection scores
- The unit performs a conservation or camp improvement/service project while at camp; the project must be approved beforehand, and checked upon completion, by the Ecology director, program director, or camp director
- The unit plans one inter-unit or inter-campsite activity, such as a cracker barrel or a campfire; the activity must foster a sense of Scouting friendship between at least two units. Brief description of activity and other unit:
  - _______________________________________
  - _______________________________________
  - _______________________________________
- The senior patrol leader (or representative) attends all SPL meetings during the week
- Unit has 50% of youth at camp earn the Summit Duty to God Award
- Unit has 50% of youth at camp earn the Summit Sustainability Award
- Unit earns the Spirit Baton at least once during the week
- The unit contributes a wooden plaque for display in the Pigott Headquarters; while there are no required parameters for the size or shape of the plaque, a square plaque measuring 6”x6”, 9”x9”, or 12”x12” is recommended

### The Justice Unit
Selected by the staff each week, the Justice Unit embodies the best of Scouting spirit and collectively demonstrates the Scout Oath and Law. This is the award for the top unit in camp!

- Unit type and number: __________________________
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